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Abstract

Model Architecture

Experiments & Results

v This work focuses on interactive learning of task-oriented
dialogue systems.

v Dataset:

v Learning dialogue policy online from scratch with
reinforcement learning (RL) requires a large number of
interactive learning sessions with users.

v Offline Evaluation (on dialogue state tracking)

Ø
Ø

DSTC2 in restaurant search domain
In-house collected corpus in movie booking domain

v People thus often pre-train the dialogue agent using
dialogue corpora before doing online interactive learning.
v Model with such pre-training may suffer from the
mismatch of dialogue state distribution between offline
supervised training and online interactive learning:
Ø Agent’s response at each turn has a direct influence on
the distribution of dialogue state during user interaction
Ø A small mistake from the agent may lead to compounding errors in dialogue due to this covariate shift
v We propose a hybrid imitation and RL method with human
teaching and feedback in addressing this challenge.
v The proposed neural dialogue model can be optimized endto-end for natural language understanding, dialogue state
tracking, and dialogue policy learning.

Figure 1. Proposed end-to-end task-oriented dialogue model architecture.

v Utterance Encoding
Ø Bidirectional LSTM utterance reader:

v Dialogue State Tracking

v Interactive Evaluation
Figure 2: Interactive learning curves on
task success rate.

Figure 3: Interactive learning curves on
average dialogue turn size.

Ø Encode a continuous form of dialogue state in a dialogue-level LSTM
Ø Produce a probability distribution over values for each tracked goal slot

v KB Operation
Ø Generate KB query by filling estimated goal values to query templates

v Dialogue Policy
Ø Emit a system action based on the dialogue state and KB query results.
Figure 4: Interactive learning curves on
task success rate with end-to-end vs.
policy-only optimizations.

Model Training

SL:
IL:
RL:

Supervised Learning
Imitation Learning with human teaching
Reinforcement Learning with human feedback

Figure 4: Human evaluation results. Mean
and standard deviation of satisfaction scores
from crowd workers (between 1 to 5).

v Supervised Pre-training
Ø Train model end-to-end on dialogue samples ! with MLE and obtain
an initial policy "#(%|')

v Imitation Learning with Human Teaching
1)
2)
3)
4)

Run the current policy "#(%|') with user to collect new dialogue samples !"
Ask user to correct the agent’s mistakes in user goal estimation for each dialogue turn in !"
Add the corrected dialogue samples to the existing corpora: ! ⟵ ! ∪ !"
Train model end-to-end on ! with MLE and obtain an updated policy "#(%|'); back to 1)

v Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback
i. Run the current policy "#(%|') with user for a new dialogue and collect user’s feedback
ii. Train model end-to-end with REINFORCE and obtain an updated policy; back to i)

Conclusions
v In this work, we focus on training task-oriented dialogue systems
through user interactions, where a dialogue agent improves through
communicating with users and learning from the mistake it makes.
v We show that our neural dialogue agent can effectively learn from user
teaching with the proposed imitation learning method. Learning with RL
on user feedback after IL improves the model performance further..

